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It was recently proved by Pudl,'ik and Tfima that every finite lattice L can be represented as a 
su~k~ttice of a finite partition lattice E(V). Here a graph-theoretical framework for the study of 
t'a~' ~nteger invariant W(L)=minFpRCL> IV[ (where FPR(L) denotes the class of all such 
repr,~.~ntations R :L ~ E(V) of L) is presented, and then used to derive upper bounds for 
7¢ (L) for certain geometric lattices L. 
1. ~ntro~¢tion 
A finite partition representation (FPR) is a lattice embedding of a finite lattice 
into ~', fi~ite partition lattice. It is proved in [12] that every finite lattice has a FPR, 
and therefore one can define the integer invariant 
W(L) = ~.nin Ivl. 
FPR~L) 
We propc,se to call W(L) the Whitman number of L. Not much is known about 
W(L) for most finite lattices, and it can be nontrivial to fir~ even a crude upper 
bound f,:~r this number. For example, let El4]* denote the order-dual of the 
9artieioa lattice of a set of cardinality four. Then the proof in [12] cannot be 
direcqy ~sed to prove or disprove that W(E[4]*)~ 21°°°. 
Our aim in this paper is to show that the study of FPR's is related to the 
construction of edge-labeled multigraphs which satisfy a certain path-condition, 
and to derive reasonably economical FPR's for certain (classes of) geometric 
lattices. 
2. Basic termino|c,gy 
General references for lattice theory, matroid theory and graph theory are [2], 
[5] or [6], and [9] respectively. This and the next section fix our notation and 
define all but the naost basic concepts needed from these subjects. 
Throughout, L denotes a finite lattice and E(V)  the lattice of all partitions of a 
finite ground set V, ordered by relinemem. In the proofs the elements of E(V) are 
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generally viewed as equivalence relations, so theft (v, w)~ E means v and w 
belong to the same block of E. The Boolean lattice of all subsets of a finite set jr, 
ordered by containment, is denoted P(/), or simply P[n] if I has n elements. 
if an element p of L covers exactly one element Of L, then p is a join- 
irreducible, The set of all join-irreducibles of L is denoted JL" Note that 0L is not a 
join-irreducible. 
A nonempty subset M of L i,~ a meet-subsemiiattice if (i) there exists 1MeM 
such that x ~ 1~ for all x ~ M; and (ii) x, y ~ M implies that x A y ¢ M. It is basic 
that any meet-subsemilattice becomes a lattice if the order relation defining L is 
restricted to M. Two examples of meet-subsemilattices are: 
Example 2.1. Let 
F={Kc_Jt: K ={pC/L:  p<-X} for some x¢ L}. 
Then F is a meet-subsemilattice of P(JL) and is isomorphic to L under the map 
x--,  {pc J'~ : p~x}. (See [2, pp. 31-2, ex. 4, 5]). 
Example 2°2. E(V) may itself be regarded as a meet-subsemilattice of P(V× V). 
Here the join operation c~m be described explicitly: (v, w)~EvF  iff there is a 
natural number n and ~ sequence v=v0,  wo, v~,w~, . . . ,w ,=w such that 
(vi, w~)eE and (wi, Vi+l)~: 
A meet-:mbsemilattice is normal if its 0 and 1 coincide with the 0 and 1 of the 
ambient lattice. Example 2.1 is normal, but 2.2 is not. 
Beginning with Section ,6, we assume that L is a geometric lattice. One 
motivation for this restriction is the well-known theorem of Dilworth [7] to the 
effect that any finite lattice can be (economically) represented as a sublattice of a 
(finite) geometric lattice, Another is the inherent interest of this class of lattices. 
We note in passing that E(V) and P(J) are geometric lattices. 
3. Edge-labeled muitigraphs 
Either half of Fig. 1 below is an edge-labeled multigraph. 
Definition 3.1. An edge-labeled multigraph is a triple G = (V, J, E) consisting of: 
a finite, nonempty se~ V of vertices; 
a finite, nonempty set J of labels or colors; 
a finite, nonempty set E Gf labeled edge~ of the form e = p(v, w) where the 
symbol p(v, w) indicates that the undirected edge e is labeled with some pc  Jr, and 
joins distinct vertices ~ and w. 
It is convenient o require ~that every label be used by some edge--in other 
words, that the labeling rule E --> J defined by e --> p if e = p(v, w), be surjective. 
Notice also that edge-labeled multigrapbs may have multiple edges, but not loops. 
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Definition 3.2. Let K be a subset of labels of G = (V, J',/3). Then the subgraph 
G(K) i~ the edge-labeled multigraph with vertex set V, label set K, and edge set 
{eEE: e=F(v, w) and p~K}. K is a fiat, and G(K) is a closed subgraph of (3, if 
for eve~'y p~ J \K  there is some e ~ E such that e is labeled p and joins different 
connected components of G(K). 
Pr~j~p(~si~ion 3.3. Let F denote the collection of flats of G = ( V, J, E). Then F is a 
norr, za ~ ;neet- subsemilatti!ce o[ P(J). 
Preof,. Let Kt and/(2 be flats of G. If p¢J \ (K~ O K2), then p~J\K~ for some i. 
Hence there is some e s E such that e is labeled p and joins different connected 
comp~3~ent~; of t2(K~). But e also joins different components of G(K, n 1(2) since 
these :z.tter refine the components of G(K~). 
That .! is in F is vacuc~usly true, since no p is in J~J. Finally, ~ ¢ F follows from 
the ass~:mption that the labeling rule e --* p is surjective. 
Frr~o~:[tion 3.4. The foi!lowing hold for all edge-labeled multigraphs: 
(it li the labeling rule e ~ p is ohe-to-one, then the elements o[ F are precisely the 
c~,;se¢: sets of the circuit mateoid of G, considered only as a multigraph. 
(i~ if G is pulled apart at its cutpoints (which must be dupFcated for this 
pur$~ose--see Fig. 1), then the collection F is unaltered. 
(i~i) Let V = V~ U V2 U. • • O V, and J = J~ O "I2 U"  " " O J ,  be set partitions, and let 
G~ = (Vi, Ji, Ei) be edge-labeled multigraphs for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  t. Define G = (V, J, E) 
b), setting 
E=E1UEEU'  "O .Er  
Then 
F=FI×F2 x . .  .xF,  
where the right side denotes the collection with typical member K= 
KtU K2U'"  .OK, with K~eF'~ for i= 1,2 . . . . .  t. 
The easy proofs of (i), (ii) ~nd (iii) are omitted. 
Remark 3.5., Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 suggest hat edge-labeled multigraphs may 
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be ~:egarded as a natural generalization of multigraphs, and Section 4 will indicate 
that: the theory of FPR's can be viewed as the study of a certain subclass of 
edge-labeled multigraphs. 
4, The ~Taph o! a finite partition represe~ttation 
A!I finite partition representations considered will be normalized at 0--this 
meaas tha~ R(OL) = 08tvr To add concreteness to the theory of this section ~, we 
offer two simple examples of finite partition representations. 
Example 4.1. Let L be the lattice of positive divisors of a positive integer n, 
ordered by divisibility. Let [n] = {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, and define a map R : L ~ E[n] by 
(v, w)e R(i) for ie L if and only if v = w (rood n/i). Then R is a FPR. 
Example 4.2, Let L be the lattice of Example 4.1, but take V to be the set of 
prime-power divisors of n. (Note that 1~ V). Define a map R:L- -~E(V)  by 
(v,w)~R(i)  if and only if (i) v=w; or (ii) vi i  and w[i. Then R is a FPR. 
Remalrk 4.3. The embedding of Example 4.2 is better than that of Exzmp!e 4.1 in 
the sease that its gro,~nd set is of smal!cr cardinaiity if n>2.  Jn fact, one may 
.'.how (el:he, by in'.,oking Theorem 3 of [8] or by a direct argument) that 
W(L) := IV f. For more complicated lattices L, the problem of computing the exact 
value of W(L) can be harder, and one may have to settle for upper and/or lower 
bound(s), 
Definition 4.4, Let R:L  ~ E(V) be a finite partition representation, The graph 
of R is the edge-labeled multigraph G defined as follows: 
vertices of G =ground set V of R: 
labeb; of G =sct J~ of join-irreducibles of L; 
the triple e = p(v, w) is an edge of G ifl' v ~ w and (v, w) ~ R(p) for p ~ JL. (See 
Fig. 2 for G of Example 4.2 with n = 72..) 
v0 
t~ 
Fig. 2 
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Proposition 4.5. Let G = (V, 3L, E)be the graph of a FPR R : L -* E( V). Then the 
map x ---> {p ~ JL : P <- x} is an isomorp~ism of L onto the lattice of flats of G ordered 
by co~tainment. 
Proof. it was remarked earlier that the map is a lattice isomorphism, and we only 
have te check that the flats of G are exactly the sets of the form {p e JL: P ~< x} 
where x e L. Now it ~s clear that for any K= JL, ~Lhe connected components of 
G(K) are the blocks of the partition R(VK).  This remark justfies the third 
statemer.t in the following string of equivalent statements. 
K is a flat ¢¢ G(K) is a closed subgraph 
¢:> (R(p) <~ R(VK) ,~ p ~ K) 
<O(p<~ VK O pe K) 
OK={pe J t :p~:}where  k=VK.  [] 
Tl~e l.~rcceding proposition can be pexaphrased as follows: If an edge-labeled 
mu~t:gr: ph G = (V, J, E) 'comes from' a FPR, then the map R ; F---> E(V) defined 
by (w w),~ R(K) iff v and w are in thee same component of G(K), is a lattice 
mon,~r~ :,:,~;hism. But given any edge-labeled multigraph G = (V, J, E), one can 
deflate a raap R :P(3)---> E(V) by this same rule, and then restrict R to the lattice 
F of f~ats of G. The next theorem characterizes those G for whicb this restriction 
is a FPI~. 
l',heoren, 4.6. Let G=(V, J ,E )  be any edge-labeled multigraph, and define 
R : r - *  E(V) as in the preceding paragraph. Then: 
(i) ,~ is injective, preserves O's and preserves joins; 
(fi) N preserves meets if and only if the following path-condition holds in G: if 
there exists vertex-disjoint paths PI and Pz joining distinct vertices v and w oj¢ G 
such that all the labels appearing along Pi belong to a flat Ks for i = 1, 2, then there 
exists a third path P joining these vertices, all of whose labels belong to KIN K2. 
(See Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
Proof (i) It is clear that R preserves order. To see that R is injective, let Ks 
(i = 1, 2) be flats of G such that KI ~ K2. Let p E K2\ K1. Then there is some e e E 
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such that e is labeled p and joins different components of G(K~). Let e = p(u, w). 
Then (v, w)~ R( KI) \ R(K2). 
R preserves O's. In fact Or.. = 0, and obviously R(0) = 0n. 
R preserves joins. It is only necessary to verify the containment R(K~v K2)c 
R(KO v R(K2). Let (v, w) ~ R(K~ v K2). Then v and w are in the same component 
of G(K~v K2), s5 there is a chain of edges pl(vo, vO, p2(vl, v2) . . . . .  p,(u,_~, v,) 
with v = Vo, v, = w, and p~ ~- K~ U/(2 for i = 1 . . . . .  t. (Here we have used the fact 
that R(K~ v K:z) = R(K~ U K2) which the reader can easily check). But this implies 
that each (v i_ ~, v i) belongs to some R(K~), and (v, w)~ R(K1)v R(K2) follows by 
tr~ nsitivfiy. 
(ii) Assume the path-condition. It is only necessary to verify the containment 
R(K~)n R(Kz ic  R(K~ n K2). Let (v, w)~ R(K1)NR(K2). Then v and w are in 
the same component of G(K~) for i= 1,2. So there is a G-path P~: p~(so, s~), 
p:,(s~, s2) . . . . .  p,,,(s,._~, sin) such that So = v, s,, = w and p~ K~ for i=  1 , . . . ,  m, 
and a similar G-path P: joining v and w with labels in K2. If these paths are 
vertex-disjoint (meaning of course that they have only v and w in common), the 
path-condition immediately gives a third G-path joining v and w with labels in 
Kj N K2. This means that v and w are in the same component of G(K~ fq K2) so 
that (v ,w)cR(K~nK: )  as was to be proved. 1f the paths Pt and P2 are not 
vertex-disjoint, an obvious induction on IPd+[P~[ allows us to infer the same 
conclusion. Finally, we note that the argument is reversible which gives the 'only 
if" part of fiiL 
Example 4.7. Since Fig. 2 came from Example 4.2, it must satisfy the path- 
condition. On the other hand, Fig. 1, like host edge-labeled multigraph, fails to 
do so. The reader will have no trouble verifying these facts directly from the 
graphs. 
Example 4.8. A nontrivial example of a graph satisfying the path-condition is
shown in Fig. 4. We will prove that G induces a FPR of the lattice L of affine flats 
of four points in general position in the plane. 
C!aim. The flats of G are precisely the subsets Kc  {1,2, 3, 4} such that IKI :/3, 
so that F= L. 
Proof. Since /7 is a norma! meet-subsemilattice of P[4] and G has rotational 
symraetry, it suffices to prove that {1,2} and {1, 3} are flats, while {1, 2, 3} is not. 
But ,4(a, b) and 3(,g, h) join different components of G({1, 2}), while 2(p, q) and 
4(j, k) join different components of G({1,3}). On the: other hand, no edge labeled 
4 can join different components of G({I, 2, 3}) since this subgraph as only one 
component. 
Clc~im. G satisfies the path-condition. 
Proof. Let v, w, P~ and K~ (i = 1,2) be the data appearing in the hypothesis of 
the path-condition. Clearly we may suppose that the K~ are incomparable. Now 
every path of G which contains at least four edge:s has at least three distinct 
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labels, tf either P~ were as long as this, we would have Ki = {1, 2, 3, 4} and this 
wouM .eatradict he incomparability of the Ki. But the girth of G is six, and 
therefore P~ U P2 mist be a hexagon. Now G has only four hexagons and by 
symmetry we may assume that Pt U/)2 = abckji. Obviously any partitioning of this 
set into two paths satisfies the path-condition. This finishes the proof that 
W(L) ~ 16. 
5. ~,~-~rredueible preservFmg FPR's 
"i heorem 4.6 relates the study of Whitman numbers W(L) to graph .theory in a 
way that brings to mind the relationship between Ramsey numbers R(i,j) and 
graph theory. It provides a straightforward way of checking whether a map R is 
reedly a FPR--one examines the graph of R, determines what its flats are, and 
verifies the path-condition for them. It seems worthwhile to formulate this 
path-condition explicitly. 
Our next result digresses from the theme of finding upper bounds for Whitman 
numbers, and applies Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 3.4 in a more theoretical 
context. 
Theorem 5.1. ~e  following are equivalent for a finite lattice L: 
(i) There exists a EPR R : L -* E (V)  such that R(IL) ~ JE(,/). 
(ii) L is isomorphic to a finite direct product of finite partition lattices, 
(iii) L is a geometric lattice and W(L)= r(L)+l,  where r denotes rank, 
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ProoL ( i )~  (ii). Assume (i). Now the join-irreducibles of E(V) have only one 
doubleton block--their other blocks aIe all singletons. Therefore, for each p e Jr. 
there is a unique pair -J¢- w such that e = p(v, w)~ E- - in  other words, the labeling 
rule E ~ .I~ of G = (V, JL, E) is injective. Moreover, since R preserves meets, G 
has ne mt~ltiple dges. So by part (i) of Proposition 3.~;, L is isomorphic to the 
circuit ma~roid of the (simple) graph G. By part (ii) of 3.4 (or standard matroid 
theory) we can pull G apart at its outpoints without altering its flats. If we can 
show that the resulting components Gj = (Vj, Jj, E~) are z~ll complete graphs, (ii) 
will follow by virtue of part (iii) of 3.4. 
The proof that G~ is c¢,mplete is by contradiction. Suppose that G i lacks an 
edge e=(r ,w)  where v and w are distinct vertices of Vj. Since Gj has no 
cutpoints, by Menger's Theorem there exist vertex-disjoint paths P~ (i = 1, 2) in Gj 
joining v and w. Define 
K,={e~l:ij:e=(s,t) where s,t~Pi}. ( i= 1,2) 
Then each K, is a flat of Gj. By the path-condition (stated for graphs which are 
injecfive) there exists a third path P which is made up of edges from K~ N/(2. But 
K~N K2=¢, and v¢w so there can be no such path. (ii) follows. 
(ii) ~ I' i). Assume that L = E(Vj) × E(V 2) ×. • • × E(V~). Then L is a geometric 
lattice since it is the product of the geometric lattices E(V~). To evaluate W(L) we 
can use Theorem 3 of [8] which implies that the Whitman number of a direct 
product equ~ls the sum o1! the Whitman number of the factors minus the number 
of factors plus one: 
W(L) = W(E(V~) x E(V~) ×. . .  × E(V,)) 
= W(E(V~)+ W(E(V2))+.. .  + W(E(V,))-  t+ 1 
= [W(E(V,) ) -  1]+[W(E(Vz)) - l ]+.- .  +[W(E(V,))-  1]+ 1 
= r(E(VI))+ r(E(V2)) -~ r(E(V,)) + 1, 
as was to be proved. The proof that (ii) implies (iii) may also be based directly on 
Theorem 4.6. 
(iii) ~ (i). Assume tt:at R :L ~ E(V) is a FPR of a geometric lattice L and that 
IV] = r(L) + 1. Let p be any join-irreducible of L. (Note that for geometric lattices, 
the set J is just the set of elements which cover the 0 of L). Choose a maximal 
chain C of L which contains p. Then C must contain r(L)+ 1 elements, since L 
satisfies the Jordan-Dedeki~d Chain Condition. Now, R(C) is a chain of E(V) of 
the same cardinrdity as C, and therefore must be: a maximal chain of E(V) since 
rI'E(V))= IVl~-"L. It follows that R(p)EJE(v~ as was to be p:oved. 
6. Nullity one geometric lattices 
In this section C~ denotes the combinatorial circui~ with n 'edges'. It can be 
viewed, for example, as the meet-subsemilattice of P[n] consisting of all subsets 
K_c{1,2 . . . . . .  n} such that {KI:~ n -1 .  Our aim is to prove Theorem 6.3. 
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Lemma 6.1. Let an edge-labeled multigraph G = (V, J, E) have the property that 
G(J\{p}) is a spanning tree of G for all p ~ J. Then F= {K~_ J: IKI ¢ IJI- 1}. 
Proof. First, since the graphs G(J\{p}) all have only one ,component, no K~_J 
such that ]KI = I11-1 can be a flat of G. Second, suppose that [KI~I J I -2 ,  :Let 
pe J \K ,  and choose q~J \ (KUp) .  Since G(K) is a proper subgraph of the tree 
G(J\q), the latter's p-edges all join different components of G(K), so that K is a 
/ortiori a flat of G. 
Lemma 6.2. Let G = ( V, E) be a simple graph whose edge set can be partitioned 
into n spanning tn,es E~ (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n). Then 
w(c.) ~<lvl+ (n - 2) IEI 
Ftoof. Assume that V= {v~, v2, . . . ,  Up}- Define an edge-labeled multigraph G' = 
(V',: ' ,  F') as follows: 
(i) J' = {I, 2 ..... n}. 
(ii) The (edge) delabeled graph (V'. E') is obtained from G by adding n -2  
new bivalent vertices %.2, v,.3 ..... v,.,-1 to each of its edges e. 
(iii) lif the old edge e belonged to E, the new edges (v,.t,v,.=). 
(v,.z. ~,.~) ..... (v,.,-1, r,.,) (where e = (0,.i. v~.,)) are assigned all labels in J' except 
i. (See F:g. 5). 
It (s easy to see that G '= (V', J', E') satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1. 
Moreover, G' satisfies the path-condition. This is because, if P~ and P: are 
vertex-d:sjoint (v, w)-paths where v, w ~ V', one of the P~ must contain a whole 
edge of G, which forces the corresponding K~ to be all of J'. Therefore, 
W(C;'~IV'I = IVl+(n -2) IE i  by Theorem 4.6. 
Theerem 6.3. There exists a finite partition representation 
R : C. --~ E( V') 
such that IV'l= 2na-5n2 +4n. 
ProoL The edge set of the complete graph K2,, can be partitioned into n 
spanning trees. One way to do this is suggested by Fig. 6. The vertices of K2, are 
identified with the complex numbers exp(krci[n) for k = 1, 2 . . . .  ,2n, The tree E1 
is the zigzag path shown, and E~ is obtained from E~ 'by a rotation through an 
v l w 
o -~-1 - - - - .0 - - -  2 - - - -o - - -  • . .  ~ t -1 - - - ,o - - - - i+ l - . - -o - - -  . . .  - - - - -o - - -  n- - - - -o  
V V V V V V V W 
e,2 e,3 e . i -1  e , t  e , i÷ l  e ,n-1 
Fig. 5. 
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an~'l~ of k~r/n for k = 1,2 . . . .  , n - 1. (This factorizat ion was used by Be ineke [1] 
in |~i:; study of the arboricity of complete graphs.) 
N~w by Lemma 6.2 we have 
2n+(n-2) (2n~=2n 3 -5n2+4n-  W(L ) ~ !VI ÷ (n - 2) IE] = 
\2 ]  
Co~ro}lary 6.4, Let ~+ geometric lattice L of nullity one have x atoms, y of which are 
i~tl~'~uses. Then 
W(L)<~2(x_y)3 5( x_y)2~_4(x_y)+y.  
PLroof. 1~ y = 0, this is the previous result. If y~ 0, we can write L--- C~_ r × P(y),  
arid ~;:ince L is of nullity one, x ~ y so that x -  y >/1. The  Coro!lary then follows 
from Theorem 3 of [8] and the obvious fact that W(P[y]) = y + 1. 
7. ~+'h,~ paraHe! connection o~ two fines 
An n-point line (denoted L , )  is a lattice consisting only of a zero, a one, and n 
~tui 1:+ or points. Much is known about  W(L~) and the reader is referred to [8] and 
[10i itr, r' this information.  
Here, the slightly more compl icated parallel comlection ~L= P(L~, L~,) of two 
' lh+: general matroidal operations of series and parallel connection are defined and explored in [4]. 
The +- iective parallel, which may seem a strange one to use for P(L~. Lv). comes from network theory. 
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such ~h~es (where x and y may be different) is examined. The elements of L are 
the ~f~ne flats of the geometry depicted in Fig. 7, and the order relation is set 
inclusi,~n. In particular, the elements o[ L of rank two are the two long lines 
caoa~ • " • ax-2 amt cbob~ • • • by-2 and the (x -  1)(y - 1) two-point lines of the form 
T~,:.,'ol,~'em 7.1. 2 l_~rt x and y be greater than one. If a prime p satisfies 
p~(x-  1)(y-  1), 
the':~ W(P(L~, Ly)) <~ 3p. 
Pn~o[. Define an ,edge labeled multigraph G=(V,  Z E) as follows: 
V = {u~, u2 . . . . .  up, w~, w2 . . . . .  wp, vt, t,~ . . . . .  v~}, 
J={c, ao, al . . . . .  ax-2, bo, bi . . . . .  by-2}. 
De~e the edges E of G as follows. Consider the subscripts of elements of V and 
J ~s t~elonging to GF(p). Put 
a~(uj, wk)cE  iff k- j= i ,  
b~(wj, vk )cE  iff k- j=(x -1) i ,  
c(wj, wk)~'E iff k - ]=+l .  
(The c-labeled edges are the least important and it is only necessary that there 
exist a c-path joining every pair of w[s.) 
Fig. 8 shows G for the pa:rameters x = 4, y = 3, p = 7 and if the reader verifies 
the claims to be made about the general case for thi,~ example, b~e will understand 
the proof completely. 
Theorem 7.1 is based on and colrects an error in [10] wherein the alleged'FPR of P(L,~ L.r) fails to 
preserve meet~ for certain pairs of two-point lines. It may further be remt~rked that the cxmcep~, of
geometry appearing in [10] agrees with that of [6] for P(L~, Ly)~ but the two are not equivalent in 
general. 
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Note first that if j¢  k, then there exists an aj, ak path joining two given vertices 
if and only if neither of them is among the v~'s. This is the idea behind 
Hartmani,;',; FPR for L = L, and uses the fact that p is a prime. A similar 
statement I~o~ds for b i, bk paths. 
Claim. The flats of G are precisely the elements of P(Lx, Ly). 
Proof. It is quite clear that each element of P(L~, Ly) is a flat of G. Conversely, 
suppose that K is a fiat of G. Now, if IKN{c ,  ao, al . . . . .  a~_z}[~>2, then 
{c, ao, a~ . . . . .  a~_z}c_ K. A similar statement holds for c and the bi's. It follows 
easily that J~ is one of the affine flats of P(L~, Ly) listed ,.arlier. 
Claim. (3 =(V, L E) satisfies the path condition. 
Proo]:. Let  s, t; 1~; and K~ ( i= 1,2) be the data in the hypothesis of the 
path-conditi~m. If neither P~ contains a v-vertex, it is clear that one of the K~ is 
the long line caoa~ • • • a~-2. and contains the other K~. A similar statement holds 
for cbob~ . . . .  by 2 if the P~'s avoid the u-vertices. One may therefore assume that 
u's, some w's and some v's, or that Case 1 obtains. 
t =: w~. Then c ~ K1 ~ K 2, and s and t can be joined by a c-path, 
P~ contains; some 
Case 1: s = wj, 
as required. 
Case 2: s := uj, t =: ~-J-k- Then K1 = J and P2 serves as the required path. 
Case 3: s = vj, t = vk. 
Case 4: s = wj, t = uk or Vk. These are similar to Case 2. 
Case 5: s = u s, t = vk. By the way G was constructed, this forces IP1 t9 P21~ > 5. 
Therefore, one or the other of the P~ must contain at least three edges. Since this 
P, is a path from uj to vk, it follows that K~ =J  and we are done as before. 
Theorem 7.1 now follows from Theorem 4.6. 
Corolla~¢ 7.,2. W(P(L: ,  Ly))~<6(x - l ) (y -1 )  for all x and y~2;  
lira sup W(P(Lx,  Ly))/xy <<- 3. 
x,y--,~ 
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Proo|. These assertions follow from prime number theory. (Bertrand's postu|ate 
and distribution of primes..) 
8. Conclusion 
Pudlfik and Tfima's result settles an important and long outstandif~,g problem, 
and when regarded as an existence theorem, it also opens up new areas of inquiry. 
For example, in [11] upper bounds are found for W(L) for the seventeen 
geometric lattices with fewer than six atoms. Some additional directions for 
further work are indicated by the following: 
Probl~em 1. Improve the upper bound W(L) <~ 16 for the lattice of Example 4.8 
(or prove that equality holds). Note that Example 4.8 already iraproves the upper 
bou~.a for W(C,,) given by Theorem 6.3. 
Problem 2. The free geometry of rank x and nullity y (denoted F x'y) is the 
~aeet-subsemilattice of P[x + y] consisting of [x + y] and all subsets of [x + y] with 
fewer than x elements. Prove (or disprove) that there is a polynomial p(x, y) such 
theft W(F ~'y) <~ p(x, y) for all x and y. 
l~¢at~em 3. Let p be an atom of a geometric lattice L, and let a FPR R:L--* 
E(V) be given. Find a FPR R' :L  \ p--* E(V') for the matroid deletion of L by p 
which does not cause the cardinality of the ground set to increase normously. 
I~ro~I.~m 4. Theorem 5.1 can be interpreted as giving a crude lower bound for the 
Whitn~an number for geometric lattices which are not i:somorphie to direct 
oroducts of par6tion lattices, namely W(L)>~ r(L)+ 2. Develop techniques which 
vi~?!d improved lower bounds. 
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